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CONDITIONS IMPLYING NORMALITY

An-Hyun Kim

Abstract In this paper we find some classes ot operators irnplymg 

noiinaity The mam result is as follows If T is restriction-convexoid 

and is reduced by each of its eigenspaces conespondmg to isola 1 ed 

eigen values^ which is a class including hyponormal operators and if 

<t(T) is countable then T is diagonal and normal

l.Introduction

Throughout this paper let H denote an infinite dimensional separa
ble Hilbert space Let £ (丸)denote the set of bounded linear operators 
on T~L. \iT E £(?/), write N(T) and R(T) for the null space and range 
of T;(j(T) for the spectrum of T\ 7To(T) for the set of eigenvalues of T 
Recall ([61,[9]) that T G £(?Y) is called regular if there is an operator 
7기 E £(‘必 for which T = TTfT. It is familiar that if T is regular then 
T has closed range and that its converse is also true in the Hilbert 
space setting An operator T G C(7l) is called Fredholm if it has closed 
range R(T) with finite dimensional null space and with its range of 
finite co-dimension. An operator T G £(?/) is called Browder if T is 
Fredholm and T — Al is invertible for sufficiently small A 7^ 0 in C(^6j) 
The index of a Fredholm operator T 6 is given by

ind(T) = dimN (T) — dimH/B(T).
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The essential spectrum(7e(T) and the Browder spectrum。3(厂)of T G 
£(H) are defined by ([1],[2],[3],[7])

<re(T) = (A € C : T — A/ is not Fredholm},

o~b(T) = (A € C : T — A/ is not Browder}.
Evidently ([이, [7], [1 이)

Oe(T) 으 ab(T) = ae(T) U acccr(T),

where we write accK for the accumulation points of K C C. If we 
write

Poo(r)：=<「(t)\c(t)

for the Riesz point of T([6],[9]]), then

isocr(T) \(je(T) = poo(T).

If T G £(우/), write r(T) fcr the specrral radius of T It is familiar 
that r(T) < ||T||; A G 7「o(丁‘)is called normal if also A € 7r()(T*) and 
the corresponding eigenspaces are equal, i.e.,7V(T — A/) = N(T* 一 

Al). Such a subspaces reduces T. and the restriction of T is trivially 
normal([이). An operates T £ £(?/) is called normalotd if r(T) = ||T|| 
and isoloid if isocr(T) 으 厂). An operator T G is said to 
satisfy condition (Gi) if (T — A/)-1 is normaloid for all A £ a(T). 
If T G £(?/). write W[T} for the numerical range of T. It is also 
familar that W(T) is convex and conv(t(T) C clW(T). An operator 
T is convexoid if convrr(T) = 이W(7) An operator T E is called 
reguloid ([7]) if T — Al is regular for each A 6 isoa(T) and will be 
called closoid if R(T — XI) is closed for each A E isoa(T). Let P be a 
property of operators. We say that an operator T is TestrwtioThP if the 
restriction of T to every invariant subspaces has property P and that T 
is reductionP if every direct summand of T has property P. Evidently, 
restriction-P。reduction-P. It is well known that if T g £(?/) then 
we have([2],[3]):

(Gi) => convexoid and isoloid;
seminormal =》reduction-(Gi)=》red action-isoloid;
hyponormal => restriction-convexoid.
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Remark. The restriction of an operator with (Gi)-property fails 
to have the (Gi)-property on the invariant subspace: for example, let 
Ti be an operator on I2 with the matrix (国 ，which is nilpotent. 

Let T2 be the bounded operator defined on 1-L with a countable basis 
{^z}修 1 by T^ez = atez and where % are such that minjA — 사』< |A|2 
for all 入시 < 1. Then the operator T — T\ ® has the (G、)- 

property and clearly nonnormal. Note that seminormal operators are 
reduction-convexoid. but they may not be restriction-convexoid. for 
example consider the backward shift U* on 但，where U is the unilateral 
shift(cf [3]). Thus the replacement of “reduction-" by "restriction-” is 
very stringent. If T € and we define Ff through Riesz functional 
calculus 

S 스
where F is that isolated part of(j(T) and 7 is a Cauchy contour contain
ing F. then Pp is a projection and we can decompose T into T =
such that a(Ti) = F and (丁(7?) =(r(T) \ F, which is called the spectral 
projection(\6])

2・ Conditions implying normality

We begi교 with:

LEMMA 2.1 If T E 22(71) is restnction-convexcnd then T is isoloid.

PROOF. Let Ao be an isolated point of(j(T) and let De be a circle 
with the center at Aq and radius 6 so that {z T人一入o| M f}a(T)= 
(Ao}. We define now the projection P\0(the spectral projection at 
Ao G C) by the formula

P為=£丄° 一心"、

Then is an invariant subspace of T. Since the spectrum of the 
restriction of T to this subspace is {人()} and the restriction is convexoid 
conv<r(T) = c[W(T) = {入0}； 나】us it is of 나後 form X()1\pXq . i.e . Aq € 
tto(T). This completes the proof.
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Lemma 2.2. IfT & then
(2.2.1)
T satisfies (Gi) =》T is reg^doid => T is closotd ==> T is tsoloid.

and

(2.2.2) restnction-convexoid restriction-reguloid.

PROOF. The first implication of (2.2.1) is known from [8, Theorem 
14]. For the second implication, suppose T E £(火)is reguloid and 
A e iso cr(T), Then T — XI is regular; thus R(T — AZ) is complemented: 
thus it is closed. For the third implication of (2.2.1). suppose T is 
closoid and A C isoa(T). Then we 이aim that A € 7Fo(T). Assume to 
the contrary that T—XI is one-one. Then since by assumption T —A/ is 
left invertible (cf. [6. (3.8.3.12)]), so that A cannot lie on the boundary 
of o(T)・ This contradicts to the fact that A E iso(7(T). For (2.2.2). 
suppose T is restriction-convexoid and 3JI is an invariant subspace of 
T. S := T|97l. Then S is also restriction-convexoid. Suppose 
A € is。히"S'). Observe that if T is convexoid then so is aT + bl for any 
a, & € C. Thus we may write S in place of S —人/ and assume A = 0.

Using the spectral projection at 0 € C we can write S = 

where cr(Si) = {0} and。«$2)= b(S) \ {0}. Since by assumption, S\ is 
convexoid it follows that W(S") = conv(t(Si) = {0}. and hence S] = 0 
Thus we have

0 \

0 s丿

s=(S *)=s心 with s，=

which says that S is regular, and therefore T is restriction-reguloid(:나ius. 
we recapture Lemma 2.1).

In 1970, S.Berberian raised the following question: if T is restriction- 
convexoid and cr(T) is countable, is T normal? We now give a partial 
answer.
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THEOREM 2.3. If T is restriction-convexoid and is reduced by each 
of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigenspaces and rr(T) is 
countable then T is diagonal and normal

PROOF. Suppose T is restriction-convexoid and is reduced by each 
of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigenspaces and <r(T) is 
countable. Let 6 be the set of all normal eigenvalues of T. i.e .

6 = {Xe 7t0(T) : N(T - XI) = N(T* — XI)}

We first claim that 8 丰 0. Since a(T) is countable there exists a 
point A G isocr(T), so that A G 冗0(7) because by Lemma2.2(in general, 
restriction-F => F). T is isoloid. Using the spectral projection at A G C 
we can represent T as the direct sum

T = R ® S, where cr(/?) = tto(-R) = (A} and — <t(T) \ {A}

Since by assumption R is convexoid we have that W (R) = conv{A}= 
{A} and thus A E 7TQ(R}r]dW (J?).Then an argument of Bouldin i4,Lemmal' 
shows that A is a normal eigenvalue of R. Since T is reduced by each 
of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigenspaces, we can write 
T* = ® 5*. But since S* — XI is invertible, it follows

N(T - XI)= N(R - Al) = N(R* - XI) = N(T* — XI)

which implies that 6 寸二 0. Now if 9JI is the closed linear span of the 
eigenspaces N(T — AI)(A € 5), then 9JI reduces T Write

Ti := T\^Ji and T2 = 7芈爪丄.

Then we have ([2»|이)

(i) Ti is normal and diagonal;
(ii) 7t()(Ti) = 5;

(iii) a(Ti) =clrf：

(iv) "(72)=衍)(7)\d.
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Thus it will suffice to show that 力［丄={()} Assume to the contrary 
that 力l」-丰{0}. Then since。(及)is also countable there exists a 
point 卩，C iso(T(T2)- Since by assumption T2 is restriction-convexoid 
and hence by Lemma2.2 isoloid. it follows that 卩，€ wp(7%) and 卩 £ 8. 
Again using the spectral projection at /z € C we can decompose T2 as 
the direct sum

T2-73©74,

where。(7乌)=阡(75) = {«} and b(7\) = b(75)\3}・ Since again T3 is 
convexoid, the same argument as the above gives that /z is an isolated 
normal eigenvalue of T3 and further by assumption = 7扌㊉ 7源 But 
since Ti —卩，I and T4 一 卩丄 are both one-one we have

N(T 一 /i/) = N(Ta 一 〃/) = N(巽一祖、)

Further since 冗0(7； ) = 3 and u《ct(Ta), it follows that N (T* 一車I)二二 

N(对一成)，and therefore N(T —處j = N(p 一 泓)=一 泓)， 

which implies that 卩,£ 8、giving a contradiction. This completes the 
proof.

We have been unable to answer if restriction-convexoid operators 
are reduced by each of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigen
values. If the answer were affirmative then we would answer Berberian 
question affirmatively.

COROLLARY 2.4. If T is restriction-convexoid and is reduced by 
each，of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigenspaces andae(T)= 
{0} then T is compact and normal.

Proof. Since cre(T) = {0} and <r(T) C {0} U ”()()(T). cr(T) is 
countable. By Theorem 2.3, T is normal. By the argument of The- 
orem 2.3, T = Ti ® {0}; thus <r(T)二二 rr(Ti) U c「{0} — 7「o(7), thus

\ {0} = isocr(T) \ o~e(T) = poo(T). Therefore the nonzero eigen
values are Riesz points, so that they are either finite or form a null 
sequence, which implies T is compact.
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COROLLARY 2.5. If T is restriction-convexoid and is reduced by 
each of its eigenspaces corresponding to isolated eigenspaces and all 
but a finite number of elemeiits of(j(T) are red, then T is normal.

PROOF. We can decompose 7、= ㊉ 7成 as in Theorem2.3, where
Ti is normal. Since b(T^) is real and is convexoid by hypotheses. 
T2 is hermitian; thus T is normal.
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